
Preparing Pictures for Competition 

1. Choose - Always consider Sharpness, Exposure, Composition, 
Impact, and Interest of the photograph before you expend your time on 
preparing pictures for competition.  It is almost impossible to make silk 
purse from a sow’s ear.  The shot of Kennedy being shot was not sharp and 
perfectly exposed. It is a great news photo but it probably wouldn’t win a 
DPS competition.  

2. Save your working image as new file before you start on it - Keep 
the original unchanged.  Always work on a copy just in case you 
inadvertently save your work and lose the original image.   

3. Straighten the image to ensure all relevant horizons, walls, columns etc. are 
vertical (if you want them to be).  This is especially important with 
seascapes or buildings. Use the ruler tool to draw a line you want as 
horizontal or vertical and then go to rotation and choose the “arbitrary” 
option.  Alternatively in crop, enable “perspective” and draw out or in the 
corners. 

4. Crop - What is needed?  Where is the picture?  Eliminate any areas 
which are unnecessary, distract the eye and do not contribute to the picture.  
This enhances the important parts of the image and increases the power of 
the image.  Also there is no point in processing and storing pixels which do 
not add to the picture. 

5. Curves (Levels)  - The areas which are over exposed (blown) or 
under exposed (blocked) are known as being “clipped”.  Use the slides to 
ensure that the image has a full range of tones from pure white to pure black.  
This ensures the image has the most impact.  In Curves the line may be bent 
to alter contrast etc.  Have a go and see what you can do!! In the drop down 
menu there are useful auto contrast etc settings.  Do investigate. 

6. Colour Balance / Saturation - These enhance the feel of the 
image and add to the emotional strength of the picture cf. movie films 
Beware of introducing casts into the image.   Remember that Saturation can 
be increased and reduced in individual colours (drop down menu from 
“Master”) 

7. Gradients - I use Gradients set to colour burn and Linear 
Gradient with an opacity about 10%.  Draw the cursor from the edge or 
corner to give a gradient of colour depth and darkness.  This helps to lead the 
eye through the picture so the viewer sees what you want to show and damp 
down what you don’t want to show.  Think what the important or less 



important points of the photo are and use light/shade to enhance or subdue 
their impact.  You can also use soft brushes with colours.  

8. Dodge/Burn    -     The Dodge (lightening) and Burn (darkening) tools 
mimic the actions of the darkroom.  Dodge set to mid-tone or highlight will 
lighten up parts of an image whilst Burn set to mid-tone or shadows will 
darken areas.  Using both on the same area will increase contrast.  Set 
exposure to about 10% and “paint” areas as you see fit. 

9. Shadow / Highlight - This helps to add detail to dark or light areas. 
Use gently.  You can choose areas (with a selection tool) to work on small 
areas. 

10. Brightness / Contrast - This adds punch to the whole picture or parts 
of the picture. 

11. Sharpen?  - How much, with what?  I use either Unsharp Mask 
filter which can be a bit harsh or Smart Sharpen set to about one quarter in 
Amount and Radius.  Be gentle for a subtle effect!!  How many times have 
you heard the judge say the words “this image is over sharpened”? 

12. Check and use Clone Tool - Scan every inch of the image in a logical 
pattern and remove distractions esp. light objects near edges with the Clone 
or Healing tools.  

13. Canvas size - for a thin border use the Canvas size (4  pixels or so 
for a projected image) to contain image.  Remember it is the background 
colour which makes the border.  Choose a suitable colour. 

14. Save at this point somewhere as a “finished” image. 

15. Resize  - for projection (1400 x 1050 pixels) or printing (360dpi for 
printer) 

16. Name and Save as a competition entry  - to find again!! 

Be Gentle with any change, do not overdo!  

Only improve, be prepared to go back a step or two if it doesn’t work. 

Remember, judges want to give you 20.  Don’t give them a chance to take off 
preventable points!! 
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